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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we study the controllability of second-order nonhnear integrodifferential 
systems m Banach spaces. Further, we derive a set of sufficmnt condltzons for the controllabihty 
of second-order nonhnear integrodlfferentlal evolution systems m Banach spaces. The results are 
established by using the theory of strongly continuous cosine famihes of bounded hnear operators 
and the Schaefer fixed-point theorem. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd All mghts reserved 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Controllability of nonlinear systems represented by ordinary differential equations in infinite di- 
mensional spaces has been extensively studied by several authors [1]. Tsujioka [2] investigated 
the controllability problem for second-order evolution systems in Hilbert spaces by converting 
it into a first-order system. The problem of controllability of second-order nonlinear systems in 
Banach spaces has received considerable attention in recent years. Park and Han [3] discussed 
controllability of second-order nonlinear systems in Banach spaces with the help of the Schauder 
fixed-point theorem. Balachandran and Marshal Anthoni [4] discussed the controllability of 
second-order semilinear differential systems in Banach spaces. Park and Han [5] established 
sufficient conditions for the approximate controllability of second-order integrodifferential sys- 
tems in Banach spaces with the help of the Schauder fixed-point heorem. Balachandran et al. 
[6] discussed the controllability of second-order semilinear Volterra integrodifferential systems in 
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Banach spaces and in [7], they studied delay integrodifferential systems. Recently, Balachan- 
dran and Marshal Anthoni [8] established sufficient conditions for the controllability of nonlinear 
second-order neutral systems in Banach spaces. The purpose of this paper is to study the con- 
trollability of second-order nonlinear integrodifferential systems and integrodifferential evolution 
systems in Banach spaces. The results are established by using the Schaefer fixed-pont theorem. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
The following basic results concerning strongly continuous cosine families have been established 
in [9,10]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A one-parameter family C(t), t E R, of bounded finear operators mapping the 
Banach space X into itself is called a strongly continuous cosine family if and only if 
(i) C(s + t) + C(s - t) = 2C(s)C(t) for all s, t E R; 
(ii) C(0) = I; 
(iii) C(t)x is continuous in t on R for each fixed x E X.  
If C(t), t E R, is a strongly continuous cosine family in X, then S(t), t E R, is the associated 
sine family of operators in X defined by 
/0' S( t )x= C(s )zds ,  xEX,  tER .  
Let C(t), t E R, be a strongly continuous cosine family in X.  Then, the PROPOSITION 2.1. 









C(t) = C( - t )  for all t c R. 
C(s), S(s), C(t), and S(t) commute for ali s, t E R. 
S(t)x is continuous in t on R for each fixed x E X.  
S(s + t) + S(s - t) = 2S(s)C(t) for alI s, t E R. 
s (s  + t) : s ( s )c ( t )  + s ( t )c (s )  for all s, t e R. 
s( t )  = - s ( - t )  for all t e R. 
There exist constants K >_ 1 and w >_ O, such that IC(t)[ _< Ke ~°ltl. 
IS(t) - S(t')[ < K[ it t' e ~lsl dsl, for all t,t '  ~ R t'or all t e R. 
The infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous cosine family C(t), t E R, is the operator 
A : X -+ X defined by 
d2 t=0 Ax = -~C (t) x , x E D (A), 
where D(A) = (x E X : C(t)x is twice continuously differentiable in t}. Define E -- {x E X : 
C(t)x is once continuously differentiable in t}. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let C(t), t E R, be a strongly continuous cosine family in X with infinitesimal 











D(A) is dense in X and A is a dosed operator in X.  
def s If x E X and r,s E R, then z = f~ S(t)xdt E D(A) and Az = C(s)x - C(r)x. 
def s I f  x 6 Z and r, s E R, then z = fo fo C(t)C(O)x dt dO E D(A) and Az = 2-1(C(s + r)x - 
C(s - -  r)x). 
I f  x E X,  then S(t)x E E. 
If  x E E, then S(t)x E D(A) and d C(t)x = AS(t)z.  
d 2 I f  x E D(A), then C(t)x E D(A) and ~zC(t )x  = AC(t)x = C(t)Ax 
I f  x E E, then limt--.oAS(t)x = O. 
d 2 I f  x E E, then S(t)x e D(A) and ~yzS(t)x = AS(t)x. 
I f  x E D(A), then S(t)x E D(A) and AS(t)x = S(t)Ax. 
C(t + s) - C(t - s) --- 2AS(t)S(s) for all s, t E R 
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Assume the following conditions on A. 
(HI) A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous cosine family C(t), t E R, of 
bounded linear operators from X into itself and the adjoint operator A* is densely defined, 
that is D(A*) = X* (see [11]). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. (See [10] ) Let (H1) hoId, Iet v : R ~ X be such that v is continuously 
differentiable and let q(t) = f t  S(t  - s)v(s)ds.  Then, q is twice continuously differentiable, 
q(t) • D(A),  for t • R, and 
~0 t q' (t) = C (t - s) v (s) ds 
and 
q" (t) = C (t - s) v' (s) ds + C (t) v (0) = Aq (t) + v (t). 
SCHAEFER THEOREM. (See [12].) Let E be a normed linear space. Let F : E ~ E be a 
completely continuous operator, that is, it is continuous and the image of any bounded set is 
contained in a compact set, and let 
(F )={xEE:x=AFx ,  for someO<A<l} .  
Then, either ~(F) is unbounded or F has a fixed point. 
3. SECOND-ORDER DELAY 
INTEGRODIFFERENTIAL  SYSTEMS 
Consider the second-order delay integrodifferential control systems of the form, 
(/0 ) x" (t) =- Ax  (t) + f t, xt, g (t, s, xs, x' (s)) ds, x' (t) + Bu  (t), t e J = [0, T], 
Xo = ¢ E C, x' (O) = y E X,  
(1) 
where A is the infinitesimal generator of the strongly continuous cosine family C(t), t E R of 
bounded linear operators in a Banach space X, g is a function from J x J × C x X to X, f is 
a nonlinear mapping from J x C x X × X to X, B is a bounded linear operator from U to X 
and the control function u(.) is given in L2(J, U), a Banach space of admissible control functions, 
with U as a Banach space. Here, C = C([-r ,0] : X) is the Banach space of the continuous 
functions ¢ : I - r ,  0] --* X endowed with the supremum norm, 
II¢ll = sup (I ¢ (~) I: -~  < ~ < o).  
Also, for x E C( [ - r ,T ]  : X), we have xt G C for t e [0, T], xt(s) = x ( t+s)  for s e [-r,  0]. We 
make the following assumptions. 
(H2) g(t ,s , . , . )  : C x X ~ X is continuous for each t ,s  e J and the function g( . , . ,x ,y)  : 
J x J --~ X is strongly measurable. 
(H3) f ( t , . , . ,  .) : C × X x X ~ X is continuous for each t E J and the function f(., x, y, z) : 
J --~ X is strongly measurable for each (x, y, z) E C x X x X. 
(H4) For every positive constant k there exists ak E L I ( J ) ,  such that 
sup I I / ( t ,~,y ,  z)ll < ~k (t), for t c J, a.e. 
II~lhll~II,llzll<k 
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(H~) There exists an mtegrable function n : J × J ~ [0, c~), such that 
Ilg(t,s,¢,z)ll~n(t,s)g2o(ll¢ll+llzll), t, se J ,  Cec ,  zeX .  
(H6) There exists an integrable function m : Y --* [0, co), such that 
I I f(t,¢,x,y)l l~m(t)~(l l¢l l+llxl l+llyl l),  re  J, ¢~c ,  x, yeX ,  
where ~ : [0, oo) -* (0, oo) is a continuous nondecreasing function. 
(HT) Bu(t) is continuous. 
(Hs) The linear operator W:  L2(J, U) ~ X defined by 
/ ;  Wu = S (T - s) Bu (s) ds 
has a bounded inverse operator IY -1 :X  ~ L2(J, U) /ker  W. 
(H9) C(t), t > 0 is compact. 
Then, the system (1) has a mild solution of the form, 
x (t) = C (t) ¢ (0) + S (t) y + S (t - s) Bu (s) ds 
+ fotS( t - -  s) f (s,x~, gfoSg(s,T,x~,x' (?')) dT, x' (s)) ds, 
x0 = ¢( t ) ,  on [-r ,  0]. 
tc J ,  (2) 
Let M = sup{I[C(t)[[ : t E J}, M* = sup{[[AS(t)[[: t E J}, /z(t) -- sup([ x(s)[: s E [-r ,t]},  
t E J, v(t) = sup{ I x'(s) [: s E [0, t]}, t E J,  and ~(t )  = max{M(T+ 1)re(t), n(t,t)}. Let 
c = KI +/ (2  where 
K1 = M i]¢]I + MT IlYl] + MT2 tIBII IY¢-I [ Iix~t] + M [1¢]1 + MT IIY]I 
t. 
" ( j: )] +MTjof m(s)t2 []x~][+ n(s,'c)flo([[x~[]+[[x'(7)[]) dT+[]x'(s)][ ds 
/(2 = M* II¢ll + M Ilyll + MT I1BII ~-1  / ilxxl I + M II¢ll + MT Ilyll 
t. 
( ; /] +MT m(s)f l  Ilx~ll+ ,~(s,w)ao(llx~ll+llx'(~-)ll)d~-+llx'(s)lf ds .
DEFINITION 3.1. System (1) is said to be controllable on Y if for every ¢ E C with ¢(0) C D(A), 
y c E and Xl C X there exists a control u E L2(J, U), such that the solution x(.) of (1) satisfies 
z(T) = xl. 
THEOREM 3.1 Suppose (H1)-(Hg) hold. Further if 
Jo /J " T ~n (s) ds < fl (s) + f~o (s)' 
then the system (1) is controllable on J. 
PROOF. Consider the space Z = C( [ - r ,  T], X) N CI(J, X) with the norm 
Ilxll* = max {l lxl l . ,  IIxll0}, 
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where 
[[zll~=sup{]x(t) l : - r<t<T}, I]Z]lo=SUp{lz'(t)l:o<t<T}. 
Using (Hs) for an arbitrary function x(-), we define the control, 
[ 
(t) = ~-~ ~1 - c (T) ¢ (0) - s (t) 
k .  
Using this control, we will show that the operator defined by 
/o' ( /o  ) (Fx) (t) = C (t) 4) (0) + S (t) y + S (t - s) f s, xs, g (s, % x~, x' ('c)) dT, x' (s) ds 
+ s (t - s) B~v - t  x l  - c (T) ¢ (0) - S (T) y 
- fJo S(T-O)  f O, (0, x'(7))d%x'(O) dO (s) ds, 
t e y = ¢ (t), t • I -r ,  0], 
has a fixed point. Then, thin fixed point is a solution of equation (2). 
Clearly, (Fx)(T) = Xl, which means that the control u steers the system from the initial 
function ¢ to Xl in time T, provided we obtain a fixed point of the nonlinear operator F. 
In order to study the controllability problem for system (1), we have to apply the Schaefer 
theorem to the following nonlinear operator equation as in [13,14], 
z (t) = AFx(t), A e (0, 1). (3) 
That is, 
x (t) = A (C (t) ¢ (0) + S (t) y) + A S (t - s) f s, x~, g (s, ~-, x~, x' (~-)) dr, z' (s) ds 
; [ + A S( t - s )  BITV -z X l -C (T )¢(O) -S (T )y  
-do  / S (T -O) f  O, xo, g(O,r,x~-,X'(T))dr, x'(O) dO (s) ds 
Hx(t)II <_MI]CH + MTNyII+ MT rn(s)ft [Ix~H + n(s,-r)fto(i]x~H 
+ II~' (~)11) d7 + [Ix' (s)[ I ) ds + MT 2 f[BII VV~-I [11~11 + M I1¢11 + MT Ilyll 
I. 
i' ( I ) =KI+MT m(s)fi Ilx~ll+ n(~,~-)flo(ll~ll+llx'(~')lJ)d~-+ll~'(s)l[ d~. 
Denoting by p(t) the right-hand side of the above inequality, we have 
p(0) = K1, I[x(t)]]<p(t), tC. I ,  
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and 
[ ( /o ~ )] p ' ( t )=MT m(t)f~ ]]xt[[+][x'(t)[[+ n(t,s)no([[x~l[+[[x'(s)][)ds . 
However, 
/o ~ ( // ) x' (t) = A [AS (t) ¢ (0) + C (t) y] + A C (t - s) f s, Xs, g (s, r, Xr, x' (r)) dr, x' (s) ds 
// [ +A C (t - s) BW -1 x~ - C (T) ¢ (0) - S (T) y 
jo ( ;  )] - S (T - O) f O, xo, g (0, r, x, ,  x' (r)) dr, x' (0) dO (s) ds. 
Thus, we have 
/o ' ( /o ~ [[x'(t)[[<_M*[[¢[[+M[[y[[+M m(s)n  I[x~[[ + n(s,r)~o([[xr[[ 
+llx'(r)ll) dT +llx'(s)ll) ds+ MTItBII I?V-1 IIIxlll+ MI]¢II + MT Ily[I 
L 
; ( )] +MT m(s)a IIz~fl+ n(s,r)no(llx, ll+llx'(r)ll)dr+llx'(s)ll ds 
Jo ~ ( f ) =K2+M m(s)~ Ilxsll+ n(~,r)no(IIx~ll+llx'(r)ll)dr+ll~'(s)ll ds.
Denoting by q(t) the right-hand side of the above inequality, we have 
and 
Let 
q(O) = K2, llx'(t)[I < q(t),  
( f ) q ' ( t )=Mm(t ) f l  Ilxtll+llx'(t)l[+ n(t,s)f~o(Ilxs]I+llx'(s)O)ds , 
~0 tw (t) = p (t) + q (t) + n (t, s) ~o (P (s) + q (s)) ds, 
Then, w(0) -- p(0) + q(0) = c and 
tE J .  
w' (t) = p' (t) + q' (t) + n (t, t) ao (p (t) + q (t) ) 
<<_ MTm (t) n (w (t)) + Mm (t) f~ (w (t)) + n (t, t) ao (w (t)) 
= M (T + 1) m (t) fl (w (t)) + n (t, t) gto (w (t)) 
= ~ (t) (~ (w (t)) + no (w (t))), t ~ g. 
This implies 
(0) n (s) + no (s) -< ~ (s) ds < 
This inequality implies that there is a constant K, such that 
Then, 
ds 
n (s) + no (~)" 
p(t) +q(t)  _< w(t) _< K, t E J. 
IIx(t)l I <_p(t), ][x'(t)l ] <q( t ) ,  tE J ,  
te J .  
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and hence, 
Ilxll" _< Ilx (t) ll + IIx' (t) lt < p (t) + q (t) _< K, 
where K depends only on T and on the functions m, n, t2, ~0. We shall now prove that the 
operator F : Z --+ Z defined by 
i0 ( ) (Fx) (t) = C (t) ¢ (0) + S (t) y + S (t - s) f s, xs, g (s, ~', xr, x' (T)) dT, X' (S) ds 
i; [ + S(t-s)BlfV -I x l -C(T )¢(O) -S (T )y  
So (so o )] - S (T - 8) f 8,xo, g (8, 7, x., x' (m)) dT, x' (8) d8 (s) ds, t E J, 
(Fx) (t) = ¢ (t), t e I-r, 0], 
is a completely continuous operator. Let Bk = {x E Z : ]lxll* < k} for k _ 1. We first show that 
F maps Bk into an equicontinuous family. Let x E Bk and ti,t2 e J. Then, i f0  < tl < t2 < T, 
H (Fx) (ti) - (Fx) (t2)]I --- 
Similarly, 
It[C(t 1 ) -C( t2 )  ]•(0)]l "~ ][[S(t 1) - S(t2) ]yll 
+ [S (t 1 - s )  - S ( t2  - s)] BI~ -1 xl - C (T) ¢ (0) - S (T) y 
+ S( t2 -s )  BI~ -1 x l -C (T I¢ (0) -S (T )y  
It [c ( t l / -  C (t2)] ¢ (0)II + II [S (t~) - S (t2)] Yll 
+ ds 
+So [ I I S ( t l -S ) -S ( t2 -8 )H l lB l l  ~]I]'-i I[Zl[I+Mll¢II 
x IIz~II+MH¢II+MTIlYlI+MT o~k(O) dO ds. 
[i (F~)' (t~) - (F~)' (t~)[I -< 11 [C' (tl) - C' (t~)] ¢(0)iI + II [s' (t~) - s' (t~)] yil 
f[' + [c (t~ - ~) - c (t~ - ~)I 
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+ fti2C(t2-s) f(s,x~,foSg(s,'r, x ,xl(~'))dz, xt(s)) ds 
+ [c  (tl - 8) - c (t2 - 8)] B~ -~ xl  - c (T) ¢ (0) 
- S (T) y - /~  S (T - 0) 
2 + c(t~ - s) B#-~ [x~ -c  (T )¢(o ) -  S (T )y  
_ .~r  S (T - 0) 
-< I][A (S (tl) - S (t2))] ¢ (0)ll + II[c (h) - c (t2)] yl[ 
fo + IIC ( t l - s ) -C ( t2 -s ) l l ak (s )  ds 
fo + IlC(tl -s) -C(t2 -s)ll JlBIJ 
× W-1 [IJXlll+M,lCJJ+MTlJylJ+MTfoTak(O) dO]ds 
IIC (t2 - s)ll IIBll I~  "-~ + 
1 
[ ; ] x IJxIII+MII¢tI+MTIIyII+MT ak(O) dO ds. 
The right-hand sides of the above inequalities are independent of x E Bk and tends to zero as 
t2 ~ tl, since C(t), S(t) are uniformly continuous for t e J and the compactness of C(t), S(t) for 
t > 0 imply the continuity in the uniform operator topology (see Remark in [15] and [16, p. 308]). 
The compactness of S(t) follows from that of C(t). Thus, F maps Bk into an equicontinuous 
family of functions. 
The equicontinuity for the cases, 
tl <t2<0 and t l<0<t2 ,  
follows from the uniform continuity of ¢ on [-r ,  0] and from the relation, 
II(Fx) (tl) - (Fx)(t2)Ir < [1¢ (tl) - (Fx)(t~)l l  _< I I(F~)(t2) - (F~)(0)r l  + I1¢ (0) - ¢ (tl) l l ,  
respectively. It is easy to see that the family FBk is uniformly bounded. Next, we show FBk 
is compact. Since we have shown FBk is an equicontinuous collection, it suffices by the Arzela- 
Ascoli theorem to show that F maps Bk into a precompact set in X. Let 0 < t < T be fixed 
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and e, a real number satisfying 0 < e < t. For x 6 Bk, we define 
/o'-' (/o" ) (F,x) (t) = C (t) ¢ (0) + S (t) y + S (t - s) f s, xs, g (s, T, X,, X' (7")) dr, x' (s) ds 
+I'-" [ s (t - s) B~ "-~ ,~ - C (T) ¢ (0) - S (T) y 
z ( ;  )] - S (T - 8) f O, xo, g (8,% x.~,x' (r)) dr, x' (8) de (s) ds. 
Since C(t) and S(t) are compact operators, the set Y~(t) = {(F,x)(t) :x 6 Bk} is precompact in 
X for every e, 0 < e < t. Moreover, for every x E Bk, we have 
I I ( F~) '  ( t )  - (F,=)' (t)ll 
/'1 ( /o" )]l il(Fx)(t)-(F~:r)(t)ll_ S( t - s )y  s,x~, g(s,%xr,x'(r)) d%x'(s) ds - -C  
+ S (t - s) BITV -1 Xl - C (T) ¢ (0) - S (T) y 
<_ IIS(t-s)tlak(s) ds+ IIS(t-s)llllBII ¢¢-x 
[ z" ] x Ilx~II+MIIC(O)II+MTIlYlI+MT ~(8)  dO ds, 
~,  C( t - s ) f ( s ,x , , / 'g (s ,%x, ,x ' ( r ) )d%x' (s ) )  lds 
f '  c (t [ + - s) BITV -1 =1 - C (T) ¢ (0) - S (T) y 
- -E  
t-E llC ( t -  s)llak (s) ds + -E tlC ( t -  s)ll llBII ITV -1 
[ /0 T ] I lxt l I+MH¢(O)I I+MTItyl I+MT ak(O) d8 ds. 
Therefore, there are precompact sets arbitrarily close to the set {(Fx)(t) : x E Bk}. Hence, the 
set {(Fx)(t) : x E Bk} is precompact in x. It remains to show that F : Z --* Z is continuous. For 
that consider the space C ° = {x e C([-r, T] :  X) : x0 = ¢ = 0}. Let {Xn}~ C_ C~ with xn --* x 
in C~. Then, there is an integer u, such that Ilxn(t)l I < u, IIx~(t)l I < u for all n and t e J ,  so 
Itx(t)]l < u, IIx'(t)l I <_ u and x,x' E B~. By (H3), 
f (t, xnt, fotg(t,s,x~,,x'~ (s))ds, x' n (t)) --*f (t, xt, fotg(t,s,  xs,x ' (s))ds, x' ( t ) ) ,  
for each t C J and since 
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we have by dominated convergence theorem, 
[ ( s ;  ) lIFxn -Fxil =sup f __ts(t-$) f S, Xns, g(s,T, Xnr,Xrn(T)) dT, xtn(S) tEJ JO 
- f  (s,x~, fo~g(s,v, xr,x' (,)) dr, x' (s))] ds 
[ ( ;  ) - fo S(t-s)BI~V-1 S(T-a) f O, xno, g(a,~,xnr,X~(T)) dT, x'~(O) 
< S (t - s) y s, z~,, g (s, r, z~,  z :  (r)) d~, z" (~) 
- f  (s, xs, fo~g(s,r,x,,x' (r)) dT, x' (s))]l } ds 
; [( ; ) + fo S(t-s)BI;V-1 S(T-tT) f O,x~o, g(O,T,x~,X'~(r)) dT, x'~(O) 
( z  ° )]1 - - f  8, XO, g (8, T, Xr,  X t (T)) dT, X t (19) dO ds --+ 0, as n -+ 0o, 
and 
< fo r - fo C (t - s) BY¢-I  S (T - e) 
( ~o )] II - f  O, xo, g(O,r,x,.,x' (~')) dT, x' (O) dOds 
< ~rlC(t- -s  ) [f <S, Xns,foSg(s,v, Xnr,X~n (T))dT, X~n (S)) 
- f  (s, xs, fo~g (s,~-,x~,x' (v)) dr, x' (s)) ] l ds 
+fo  c ( t  - ~)B#-~ S(T -O)  
( ; )]11 - f  O, xo, g (0, % xr, x' (v)) dr, x' (0) dO ds --+ O, as n -+ ~. 
Thus, F is continuous. This completes the proof that F is completely continuous. 
We have already proved that the set ((F)  = {x e Z : x = AFx, A e (0, 1)} is bounded. Hence, 
by Schaefer's theorem, the operator F has a fixed point in Z. This means that any fixed point 
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of F is a mild solution of (1) on J satisfying (Fx)(t) = x(t). Thus, system (1) is controllable 
on J .  
EXAMPLE. Consider the partial delay integrodifferential equation of the form, 
z (t - h, y) i t  
zu (t, y) = zyy (t, y) + # (t, y) + -t-(1-+'~ Jo e -4~-h'y) ds, 
z (t, 0) = z (t, 1) = ¢(t),  t • I -h ,  0], 
z (y, 0) = z0 (y) ,  z, (v, 0) = zl (y) ,  0 < v < 1, t • J = [0, T],  
(4) 
where # : J x (0, 1) ~ J is continuous. 
Let X = L2[0, 1] and let A : X -~ X be defined by Aw = w", w • D(A), where 
D (A) = {w • X :  w, w' are absolutely continuous, w" • X,  w (0) = w (1) = 0} 
Then, 
oo 
Aw = Z n2 (w, wn) wn, w • D (A),  
rl,~l 
where w,~(s) = v~sinns,  n = 1, 2, 3 . . . ,  is the orthogonal set of eigenvectors of A. It can be 
easily shown that A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous cosine family C(t), 
t E R, in X given by 
oo 
c( t ) ,o= ~cosnt (~,~)w~,  wex ,  
n=l  
and that the associated sine family is given by 





f0 t f0 t g (t, s, zs) (y) ds = e -z(s-h'v) ds, 
(/o ) /: t 1 (t - h, y) e -z (s -h 'y )  ds. f t, zt, g(t,s,z~) ds (y) - t(l+t2-------~z 
Further, we have 
1 
t ( l+t  2) fo t e -z(s-h'y) ds 1 - - z ( t -  h,y) <_ ~ Dzl. 
Let Bu : J ---+ X be defined by 
(Bu) (t) (y) = p( t ,y ) ,  y • (0,1). 
With the choice of A, B, and f,  (1) is the abstract formulation of (4). Now, the linear operator W 
is given by 
~ [1  1 s inns(#(s ,y ) ,wn)wnds ,  y E (0,1). (w~,) (y) = -g 
dO 
Assume that this operator has a bounded inverse operator ITd -1 in L2(J, U)/ker W. Further, all 
other conditions of the theorem are satisfied. Hence, system (4) is controUable on J. 
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4. SECOND-ORDER INTEGRODIFFERENTIAL  
EVOLUTION SYSTEMS 




x" (t) = A (t) x (t) + Bu (t) + f (t, x (t), x' (t)) + g (t, s, x (s), x' (s)) ds, 
x(0) = xo c X, x'(0) = yo c X, t E J = [0,T], 
(5) 
where the state x(.) takes values in X, A(t) : X ~ X is a closed densely defined operator, f is a 
nonlinear mapping from J x X x X to X, g is a nonlinear mapping from J x J x X x X to X, B 
is a bounded linear operator from a Banach space U to X and the control function u(.) is given 
in L2(J, U), a Banach space of admissible control functions. Let us assume that the domain of 
A(t) does not depend on t E [0, T] and denote it by D(A) (for each t E [0, T], D(A(t)) = D(A)). 
Now, we define the fundamental solution of a second-order equation. 
Let X denote a real reflexive Banach space and, for each t E [0, T], let A(t) : X ~ X be a elosed 
densely defined operator. The fundamental solution for the second-order evolution equation, 
x" (t) = A (t) x (t), (6) 
has been developed by Kozak [17] (see also [18 9. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A family S of bounded hnear operators S(t, s) : X --* X, t, s E [0, T], is called 
a fundamental solution of the second-order equation (6) if, 
[Zl] for each x E X, the mapping [0,T] x [0, T] ~ (t,s) --* S(t ,s)x E X is of class C 1 and 
(i) for each t 6 [0, T], S(t, t) = O, 
(ii) for ali t, s E [0, T], and for each x E X, 
8) t=s 87S( t ,  z = x, 
O (t, s) x = -z ;  
[Z2] for alt t, s E [0, T], i fx E D( A), then S(t, s)x E D(A ), the mapping [0, T] × [0, T] 9 (t, s) 
S(t, s)x E X is of class C 2 and 
0 ~ (i) ~7~S(t, s)x = A(t)S(t, s)x, 
0 2 (ii) -o~ S(t, s)x = S(t, s)A(s)x, 
(iii) ~ °s ( t , s ) I t=sx  = o; 
o s ( t , s )x ,  [Za] for all t, s E [0, T], if x e D(d), then °S( t ,  s)x E D(g), there exist 
°2 ° S(t, s)x, and 
°2 °S( t ,  s)x = A( t ) °S( t ,  s)x, (i) 
°" ~tS(t,s)x = °S( t , s )A(s )x ,  and the mapping [O,T] x [O,T] ~ (t,s) --* A(t) ° (ii) 
S(t, s)x is continuous. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Any continuous function x : [0, T] --~ X is called a mild solution of problem (5) 
if x(t) E D(A(t) ), for each t E [0, T] and if it satisfies the following integral equation, 
i t  x( t )=-OS( t , s )  s=oxo+S(t,O) yo+ S( t , s )Bu(s )  ds 
/o' f/o + S( t , s ) f ( s ,x (s ) ,x ' ( s ) )  ds+ S(t ,s )g(s ,T ,x( ' r ) ,x ' ( ' r ) )  dTds. 
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DEFINITION 4.3. System (5) is said to be controllable on J ff for every xo, Yo 6 D(A) and Xl • X 
there exists a control u 6 L2(J, U), such that the solution x(.) of (5) satisfies x(T) = Xl. To 
establish our main theorem we need the following assumptions. 
(C1) x(t) 6 D(A(t)), for each t 6 [0, T]. 
(C2) There exists a fundamental solution S(t, s) of (6). 
(C3) S(t, s) is compact for each t, s • [0,T] and there exist positive constants M, M* and 
N, N*, such that 
M = sup{HS(t, s)ll: t, s • J}, M* = sup{ll o~S(t, s)ll: t, s • J}, 
and N = sup{ll~S(t, s)ll : t,s ~ J}, N* = sup{ll~ o~s(t,s)ll: t,s ~ J}, respecUvely. 
(C4) Bu(t) is continuous in t and IIBII <- Mx for some constant Mx > O. 
(C5) The linear operator W : Lz(J, U) ~ X defined by 
T 
Wu= fo S(T,s)  Bu(s) ds 
induces a bounded invertible operator ITv : L2( J, U)/ ker W ~ X,  such that 111$'-111 < M2 
for some constant M2 > O. 
(C6) f(t, . ,  .) : X x X ~ X is continuous for each t 6 J and the function f ( . ,x ,y)  : J --* X is 
strongly measurable for each (x, y) 6 X × X. 
(C7) g(t,s,.,.) : X × X --* X is continuous for each t,s E J and the function g(.,.,x,y) : 
J x J ~ X is strongly measurable for each (x, y) 6 X x X.  
(Cs) For every positive constant k, there exists ak 6 LI(J), such that 
sup IIf(t,x,y)ll < c~k(t), t 6 J a.e. 
Ilxll,llutl<k 
(C9) For every positive constant k, there exists 3k e LI(J), such that 
/o' L sup g (t, s,x,y) ds <_ 19k (t), Ilzll,llyll <k tE Ja .e .  
(C10) There exists an integrable function m : J ~ [0, oo), such that 
llf(t,x,y)ll<m(t)~(llxlJ+llYll), re J, x, yeX ,  
where f~ : [0, cx~) ~ (0, c¢) is a continuous nondecreasing function. 
(Cn) There exists an integrable function n : J ~ [0, oo), such that 
/o' I1 g(t ,s ,x ,y)  ds < n(t)g~o (llxll + IlYlI), t E J, x, y E X, 
where f~o : [0, c¢) ~ (0, ~)  is a continuous nondecreasing function and 
fOT i °~ ds (M + N) qo (s) ds < f~ (s) + f~o (s)' 
where qo(s) = max{m(t),n(t)}, c = (M* + N*)[]Xol[ + (M + N)[[lyol[ + M1M2M3T], and 
M3 = Ilxlll+ M*lixoll +MllYoll + f [  Mm(s)n(llx(s)ll+llz'(s)ll) ds+ f [  Mn(s)no(llz(s)ll+ 
IIx'(s)ll) ds. 
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THEOREM 4.1. If assumptions (C1)-(Cll)hold, then system (5)is controllable on J. 
PROOF. Consider the space Z -- CI( J ,X)  with norm []x[[* -- max{HxHo , []x[ll} where [[x[I 0 = 
sup{[x(t)[ : 0 < t < T}, [[xl[1 = sup{]x'(t)[ : 0 < t < T}. By (C5), for an arbitrary function x(.), 
we define the control, 
[O- - -S (T ,s )  s= ° ~0 T u(t)=ITV -1 x l+ Os xo -S(T ,O)yo-  S (T ,s ) f ( s ,x (s ) ,x ' ( s ) )ds  
Using this control, we will show that the operator F : Z ---* Z defined by 
- °s  (t, s) xo + s (t, o) yo + s (t, s) B# -~ :~ + o~- ,=o (Fx) (t) = Os 
T I"  
-S  (T, 0) yo - ] S (T, r) f (r, x (T), x' (~-)) dr 
d0 (8) 
- S (T, T) g (% O, x (0), X' (8)) d8 dT (S) ds 
i' I'I + S (t, s) f (s, x (s), x' (s)) ds + S (t, s) 9 (s, T, x (T), x' (T)) dr ds 
has a fixed point. Clearly, (Fx)(T) = xl, which means that the control u steers the system 
from the initial state x0 to xl in time T, provided we obtain a fixed point of the nonlinear 
operator F. In order to study the controllability problem for system (5), we have to apply the 
Schaefer fixed-point theorem to the following operator equation, 
x(t) = AFx(t),  A e (0,1). (9) 
Then, from (8) and (9) we have 
x( t )=- ) t  S(t,s) xo+AS(t ,O)yo+A S(t,s)BIIV -1 1+ 0. r
s=O 
T 
- S(T,O)yo - fo  S(T'T) f(T'X(T)'Xt(T)) dr 
/o'Io +~ s (t, s) g (s,-~, x (,-), x' (,-)) dr es, t e J. 
So, 
]]x (t)l ] < M* Hxoll + M Ityol] + MM1M2MsT 
/o /o + Mm(s)f~(Ifm(s)ll+llx'(s)ll) ds+ Mn(s)ao(llm(s)ll+llz'(s)ll) ds. 
Denoting by v(t) the right-hand side of the above inequality, we have 
pIz (t)ll _< v (t), t e J, 
(o) = M* I1~oll + M ltyoll + MM~M2M3T, 
v'(t)=Mm(t)f~(l lx(t)[ l+Hx'(t)[[),  tE J .  
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From (8), we have 
~' (t) = _~,_o _o s (t, s) ~o + ~,~s  (t, o) vo 
Ot Os 8=0 
t [ O'~S(T'T) T:o Xl+ o7.  o-S(T,O) o 
- foo S (T, 7") f (% x (7.), x' (7.)) dT -- S (T, 7-) g (7., O, x (0), x' (0)) dO dT. (s) ds 
+A S (t, s) f (s, x (s), x' (s)) ds + A Ot 
and 
II x' (t)[] < N* I[xo[] + N [lyoll + NM1M2M3T 
+N m(~)a(llx(~)[l+[Ix'(s)l l) d~+N n(s)ao(l lz(s) l l+tlx'(s) l l )  ds. 
Denoting by r(t) the right-hand side of the above inequality, we get 
IIx' (t)ll _< ~ (t),  t e J, 
r (0) = N* 1Ix011 + N IlY011 + NMIM2MaT, 
r'(t)=Nm(t)gt(llx(e)ll+llx'(t)ll)+gn(t)f~o(llx(t)ll+llx'(t)ll), te J .
Let w(t) = v(t) + r(t), t C= J Then, w(0) = v(0) + r(0) = c, and 
~' (t) = v' (t) + r' (t) 
< (M + N) [m (t) ~ (w (t)) + n (t) f~o (w (t))] 
_< (M + N) qo (t) [f~ (w (t)) + f~0 (w (t))]. 
This implies 
fo ~°( t ) ds 
(o) ~ (s) + no (s) < (M + N) qo (s) ds < (M + N) qo (s) ds < f~ (s) + f~o (s)" 
This inequality implies that there is a constant K, such that 
w (t) = v (t) + ~ (t) < K, t e J, 
Thus, []x(t)[[ 5 v(t), [Ix'(t)[[ < r(t), t ~_ J, and hence, [Ix[]* _< K, where K depends only on T 
and on the functions m, n, and fL 
We shall now prove that the operator F defined by (8) is a completely continuous operator. 
Let 
Bk = {x e Z:  IIxll* < k} 
for some k > 1. We first show that F maps Bk into an equicontinuous family Let x E Bk and 
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tl,t2 C J. Then, i f0 < tl < t2 _< T, 
o [s (t~, ~) - s (t2, ~)1 .=o xo ÷ II[S (t~, o) - s (t=, o)1 yoll II(Fx) (tl) - -  (Fx)(t2)N <_ ~s 
/: /: ] +llS(T,O)yoll + IIS(T,.-DII~k(~) d~-+ IIS(T,~)II~k(,-) d~- d= 
i t ,  ITV_, [ O s (T,.r) r o + tlS(t2,s)ll llBII IIx~ll + :co + IIS(T,O)yol[ 
1 
-}-~oT][s(T,T)I'ak(T) dT-t-/T],s(T,T),I/3k(T) dT] ds 
+ IIS(t~,s)-S(t2,s)llak(s) ds+ IIS(t=,s)ll~k(s) ds 
// + IIS(t~,s)--S(t2, s)ll~k(s) ds+ IIS(t2, s)ll/3k(s) ds--*O, ast~ - , t% 
and similarly, 
0 [~-~lS(tl,s)-~---~S(t2, s)] s_oXO II(F~)' (t~) - (Fx)' (t~)Jf _< ~ 
+ [~S(t~,0)----0S 1 Ot2 (t2,0)j Y0 
+/"  [o-o~S(t~,S)-o@S(t2,s) ] ,IBI, W -1 [ l lx l l ]+ Os(T,'r)=oXo 
+tIS(T,0)yofl + IIs(r,r)ll~k(r) dr+ IlS(T,r)ll~k(r) dr ds 
/o" 1" " +llS(T,O)yoll + ItS(T=.-)llc~k(~-) dr+ IIS(T,~')II~.(~-) d~- d~ 
+it,  [~__~lS(tl,s)_o@2S(t2, s)] ak(s) ds+ /] '  o@2S(t,,s) ak(s) ds 
+/"  [o-~S(t,,S)-o-~S(t,,,) ] , ( )d, 
-- [ ,20S  s) ~ -~ + (t2, (s) ds --* O, as tl t2. Jr1 Ot2 
Thus, F maps Bk into an equicontinuous family of functions. It is easy to see that the family 
FBk is uniformly bounded. 
Next, we show that FBk is compact. Since we have shown FBk is an equicontinuous collection, 
it suffices by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem to show that F maps Bk into a precompact set in X. Let 
O<t<_T 
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be fixed and e a real number satisfying 0 < e < t. For x E Bk, we define 
--Ss (t, 8) ~=o (F ,x )  (t) = - Os ~o + s (t, o) yo 
f0 t-' [ °S (T ,7 )  = ° + S (t, s) BW -1 71 + 0~- zo - S (T, 0) yo 
- [J0 S (T, 7) f (7, x (7), x' (7)) dr - S (T, T) (% O, X (0), X' (0)) dO d7 (s) ds 
f t - -~  ~ot-e + S( t , s )  f ( s ,x (s ) ,x ' ( s ) )  ds+ S( t , s )g (s ,7 ,  X(T) ,X'(T)) dTds, t e J. 
dO 
Since S(t ,s)  is a compact operator, the set YE(t) = {(Fex)(t) : x E Bk} is precompact in X for 
every e, 0 < e < t. Moreover, for every x E Bk, we have 
II(Fx)(t)-(F~z)(t)ll<_ IIS(t,s)llllBII ~-1 Iiz111+ Or zo 
E 
+IIS(T'O)Y°]I +Jo IlS(T'r)llak(7) dT+ NS(T, 7)IIflk(T ) d~- ds 
fl /i + IIS(t,s) l iak(s) ds+ I lS(t,s)l l~k(s) ds --, O, as e--* O, 
and 
II(Fx)'(t)- (F~x)'(t)ll _< IIS(t,t-e)ll ][BII ~v'-i t[Xl][ + 07 (T,r) r=oXO ]]S(T,O) yoll 
+ IIS(T, 7)IIak(T) d7+ ]IS(T,r)I[~k(T ) d7 ds+ I lS(t,t-e)llak(t-e) 
+llS(t,t-e)l l~k(t-e)+ -~ OS(t,s) IIBll ~r--1 ilXlll + ~.~S(T,T) l.=oXOl [ 
+ IIS(T,O)yol[+jo[ []S(T,7)llak(r ) dT+ [ IS(T,r) l [~k(r)  dr ds 
+ s) ak (s) ds -4- S (t, s) t3k (s) ds --~ O, as e --* O. 
-- --4 
Therefore, there are precompact sets arbitrari ly close to the set {(Fx)(t)  . x E Bk}. Hence, the 
set {(Fx)(t)  : x e Bk} is precompact in X.  
It remains to show that  F : Z ~ Z is continuous. Let {x~}~ _C Z with xn --+ x in Z. Then, 
there is an integer t,, such that llxn(t)H < ~, IIx~(t)]l < t, for all n, and t e J ,  so Nx(t)ll < ~, 
IIx'(t)ll <__ v, and x,x '  e B, .  By (C6), 
I ¢, ~ (s), x J  (s)) -~ f (s, • (s), ~' (s)), 
g (t, s, x~ (s) ,  ~ '  (s)) --, g (t, s, ~ ¢), ~' ¢)), 
for each t, s C J and since 
[ I f ( s , z ,~(s ) , z . ' ( s ) ) - f ( s ,x (s )  ,x' (s))ll _< 2~ (s) 
and 
~t ds [g(t,s, xn(s ) ,x , J ( s ) ) -g ( t , s ,x (s ) ,x ' ( s ) ) ]  < 2t3~ (s),  
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we have by dominated convergence theorem, 
IIFx~ - Fxll = sup S (t, s) B17¢ -1 xl + S (T, T) XO -- S (T, O) Yo 
tEJ  Jo 
~ , - S (T, 7) f (r, xn (T), X n (T)) d7 
~ ] -~o fo S(T,z)g(r,O,x~(O),x~(O))dOd~" (s) ds 
- /otS(t ,s)  BlTV-l [xl + O S(T,T) r=oXO-S(T,O)yo 
- S (T, T) f (T, X (T), X' (T)) dT 
+ S(t,s)f(s,x.(s),xn(s)) ds - S(t,s)f(s,x(s),x'(s)) ds 
+ S (t, s) g (s, v, xn (7), x' n (r)) dv ds 
fotfo ~ dTds - s (t, ~) g (~, 7, • (7) ,  ~' (~)) 
fo t S(t,s)Bl~V-l [fo T _< S (T, 7) If (7, x~ (7), x~ (7 ) ) - f  (7, x (7), x' (7))] d7 
+ fo f~ S(T,7)[g(7,o,,,~(o),,4(o))-g(~,o,~(o),~'(O))l doe7 (~) es 
+ I{s(t,s)[f(s,z~(s),z'~(s))-f(s,z(s),z'(s))]ll ds 
/o i • 
! + [IS(t,s)[g(s,~,x~(7),x,,(7)) 
-g  (~, 7, x (7) ,x '  (~))]11 d7ds--,O, asn~,  
/o [ II(Fx~)'-(Fx)'ll=sup (t,s)BlYV -1 xl + S(T, 7) xo S(T,O)yo teJ Ot 
~o T (T,T) f (T,Z~ (7) X~ (r)) d7 - -  S 
T r 
/o l  ' - s(r ,  7)g(r,O, xn(O),zn(O)) eoe7 (~) e~ 
~otOS(t,s)BiZV-l[xl+OS(T, 7) oXO S(T,O)yo Ot = 
T I "  
- ./a S (T, 7) f (7, x (7), x' (r)) d7 
/;/o ] - S (T, 7) g (T, O, X (0), X' (0)) dO dT (s) ds 
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+ S( t ,s ) f (s ,  xn (s),x'n(s)) ds 
- ~ot ~S( t , s )  f (s ,x(s) ,x '  (s)) ds 
+ ~s  (t, s) g (~, r, x. (r), =" (r)) dr d~ 
z z I - g iS ( t , s )g(s , r , z ( r ) , z ' ( r ) )  eres 
--< ~t  O- 'S ( f ' s )BW-1  
/o /o x [ f ( r ,x , ( r ) ,x~( r ) ) - f ( r ,x ( r ) ,x ' ( r ) ) ]  dr+ S (T,r) 
× [g (r, 0, ~ .  (0), =" (0)) - g (r, 0, x (0),  =' (0))] dO dr] (~) ds 
+ S( t , s ) [ / ( s ,x ,~(s ) , z . ( s ) ) - / ( s ,x (s ) , z ' ( s ) )  ds 
+ s (t, s) [g (s, r, ~,, (r) ,  =" (r)) 
--g(s,T,X(T) ,X' (r))] 'drds --* O, as n -+ oo. 
1641 
Thus, F is continuous. This completes the proof that F is completely continuous. We have 
already proved that the set ¢(F) = {x E Z : x = AFx, A E (0, 1)} is bounded. Hence, by the 
Schaefer f ixed-point heorem, the operator  F has a fixed point in Z.  This  means that  any fixed 
point of F is a mi ld solut ion of (5) on J satisfying (Fx) ( t )  = x(t) .  Thus,  system (5) is control lable 
on J. 
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